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English

An Interior Architects conceives and realizes the layout of interior spaces
(partitions, furniture, lighting, the directions of circulation…)
He or she rethinks the interior of offices, shops, commercial stands, museums,
apartments or houses, juggling with forms, colors, lines, volumes and materials
to harmoniously integrate specialized equipment and articulate spaces
according to the best possible layouts.
But beforehand, he or she must get informed of the needs and expectations of
his or her client (whether a private individual or an enterprise) and of the
financial limits of the project.
The interior architect must possess listening and analytical abilities. Sensitive
and creative, he or she must also master technical issues and possess a good
working knowledge of the building and materials.
The Interior Architect exercises either as an independent professional, as
member of an association or as an employee. As an independent professional,
he or she contracts artisans that execute his or her creations. He or she can
also be an employee of an organism working for the State or for local
collectives.
The Interior architect can also direct his or her career towards scenography or
specialize in precise types of buildings and layouts.

Questions
1. Give this text a title (2 pts.)
2. Using your own words, summarize the essential ideas of this text (About 60
words) (3 pts.)
3. Within which domain would you prefer to exercise your future career
(scenography, building or other…)? Why? (3 pts.)
4. Subject: “It is essential to live in well-furnished and well-decorated home.”
Regardless of your point of view on the subject, you will sustain a wellorganized textual development that will showcase your knowledge and
general culture. (12 pts.)

Good Luck…

